Clustering of domains of functionally related enzymes in the interaction database PRECISE by the generation of primary sequence patterns.
The PRECISE database was developed by our laboratory to allow for the systematic study of the ligand interactions common to a set of functionally related enzymes, where an interaction site is defined broadly as any residue(s) that interact with a ligand. During the construction of PRECISE, enzyme chains are extracted from the protein data bank (PDB) and clustered according to functional homology as defined by the enzyme commission (EC) nomenclature system. A sequence representative is chosen from each cluster based on the criterion set forth by the non-redundant PDB set, and pair-wise alignments of each cluster member to the representative are performed. Atom-based residue-ligand interactions are calculated for each cluster member, and the summation of ligand interactions for all cluster members at each aligned position is determined. Although we were able to successfully align most clusters using a simple dynamic programming algorithm, several cluster created exhibited poor pair-wise alignments of each cluster member to its sequence representative. We hypothesized that the observed alignment problems were, in most cases, due to the incorrect separation and alignment of different domains in multi-domain proteins, a mistake that frequently causes error proliferation in functional annotation. Here we present the results of generating primary sequence patterns for each poorly aligned cluster in PRECISE to assess the extent to which multi-domain proteins that are incorrectly aligned contributes to poor pair-wise alignments of each cluster member to its representative. This requires the use of an iterative locally optimal pair-wise alignment algorithm to build a hierarchical similarity-based sequence pattern for a set of functionally related enzymes. Our results show that poor alignments in PRECISE are caused most frequently by the misalignment of multi-domain proteins, and that the generation of primary sequence patterns for the assignment of sequence family membership yields better alignments for the functionally related enzyme clusters in PRECISE than our original alignment algorithm.